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The homing pigeon is a variety of domestic pigeon (Columba livia domestica) derived from the rock pigeon,
selectively bred for its ability to find its way home over extremely long distances. The wild rock pigeon has an
innate homing ability, meaning that it will generally return to its nest, (it is believed) using magnetoreception.
This made it relatively easy to breed from the birds that ...
Homing pigeon - Wikipedia
Burrhus Frederic Skinner (March 20, 1904 â€“ August 18, 1990), commonly known as B. F. Skinner, was an
American psychologist, behaviorist, author, inventor, and social philosopher. He was the Edgar Pierce
Professor of Psychology at Harvard University from 1958 until his retirement in 1974.. Skinner considered
free will an illusion and human action dependent on consequences of previous actions.
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